
Wantto schedule classes

All classes happen on Monday.
Cannotoverlap class durations.
Want to schedule max i

classes.

Formally: Given arrays
S(I..n] of starttimes

FC1.n] of finish times.

0 =S(i] <F (i] for all i.

wannconflict in



X= 31,2, ..,n3
For each i,; X(if;)
either S[i]> FC;] or

S2;] > F(i].

I

Dynamic Programming O(n3) or O(n2)
Groody arlg:
shortestinterval?
-
E



Lomma:Aone maximal
conflict-free schedule includes

the class that finishes
first.

Proof:Let f finish first.
LetX to some maximal

conflict-free schedule.

If f -X, were done.

Otherwise slot g be the

-rof X that finishes
first.
I finishes before

g which finishes



before everything else in X,
so X:=X-g+f is
conflict fro

Also IX'I=/X1, so X' is
maximal conflict-free

o

Algorithm: Take pass that
finishes first. Recurse on

sub sot thatdon'tconflict.



time:0 (nlogu) (woway to



GroodyAlgorithm
-Jacktracking without

backtracking
proof bymeargument
wantto argue no optimal
solution

agreps on your first
choice

1) Startwith some optimal
solution X. If X uses

your firstchoice, great!
2) 0.w. do an exchange



so you get another solution

xthat des so you
choice

3) Argue X is as good
as X.



Max End Seton Tros

A troot has II leaves.

Sayw is a loaf of T.

If u in max and set,
parent is not, but that is
onlyrestriction on TS3.



General problem:
Given rooted tree I
with some nodes marked

mablo. An independent
sotis rated it
it contains no unusable
nodes. Whatis the max

restricted independent
Sot?



Lemma: Let a be an arbitrary
loaf of T. There exists
a mayesstricted and set

containing w.
Proof: Lot is do

anymax

restricted ind. Set of T.

If uts, wire done.
ow, if i's parentis
not in 3, we can add

u to get a bigger inset.
0.w.ow. Lot v 68 as parent.
S'== S-VFW is a max res.



ind set.

Recursive alg: Take any
leaf a. If i is usable,
include in output,mark its
parentas unas ablo, t
recurse on T1Em3.

If a is unusable, recurse
on 41[u3.



Full all for regular
max ind set;

Maintain two Gooloans for

each node.

is the node unusable

is the node in our output?

For each node win postorder
if w is usable
mark itfor output
mark parentas unusable
&/s

do nothing



0 (n) time.

luso dynamic programming if

nodes have weights)


